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PART ONE

(Answer all Questions.

Each question carries ONE mark)

1. Each question below gives a multiple
choice of answers. Choose the most
appropriate one and enter in the “OMR”
answer sheet supplied with the question
paper, following instructions therein.

1.1 DDoS stands for __________.

(A) Direct Distribution of Server

(B) Distributed Denial of Service

(C) Direct Distribution of Service

(D) Distributed Denial of Server

1.2 Application layer DoS attack is also
known as __________.

(A) Layer4 DoS attack

(B) Layer5 DoS attack

(C) Layer6 DoS attack

(D) Layer7 DoS attack

1.3 Which of them is not an objective of sniffing
for hackers ?

(A) Fetching passwords

(B) Email texts

(C) Types of files transferred

(D) Geographic location of a user

1.4 What types of protocols are used in
VPNs ?

(A) Application level protocols

(B) Tunnelling protocols

(C) Network protocols

(D) Mailing protocols

1.5 Which of the following is a disadvantage
of Circuit-level gateway firewalls ?

(A) They’re expensive

(B) They’re complex in architecture

(C) They do not filter individual packets

(D) They’re complex to setup

1.6 Which of the following port is not used
by Trojans ?

(A) UDP

(B) TCP

(C) SMTP

(D) MP

1.7 Which of them is not an appropriate
method of router security ?

(A) Unused ports should be blocked

(B) Unused interfaces and services
should be disabled

(C) Routing protocol needs to be
programmed by security experts

(D) Packet filtering needs to be enabled

(1x10)
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1.8 Which of the following is not the primary
objective of cryptography ?

(A) Confidentiality

(B) Data Redundancy

(C) Non-repudiation

(D) Authentication

1.9  Logical ports are also known as
__________.

(A) numbered ports

(B) virtual numbering

(C) virtual ports

(D) network protocol ports

1.10 One advantage of Stateful Multilayer
Inspection firewall is __________.

(A) costlier but easy to understand

(B) large to manage

(C) complex internal architecture

(D) large to manage but efficient

2. Each statement below is either TRUE or
FALSE.  Choose the most appropriate one
and enter your choice in the “OMR”
answer sheet supplied with the question
paper, following instructions therein.

2.1 Spyware is not a powerful & one of the
most widespread threats on the internet.

2.2 Spiders  are used which crawl webpages
looking for email Ids and copies them to
the database.

2.3 DNS Hijacking can be attained by the use
of malware or by changing the server’s
settings.

2.4 Scanning phase in ethical hacking is
known as the pre-attack phase.

2.5 The TCP/IP  model is 7-layer architecture
where each layer is having some specific
functionality to perform.

2.6 The full form of OSI is OSI model is Open
Systems Internet.

2.7 The full form of EDR is Endpoint Detection
and response.

2.8 Cyber-laws are incorporated for
punishing all criminals only.

2.9 Information Technology Act-2000  is the
full form of ITA-2000.

2.10 Predict and analyze the tactics of
competitors from data taken out from
online data sources is a crime.

(1x10)
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3. Match words and phrases in column X with the closest related meaning / word(s) /

phrase(s) in column Y. Enter your selection in the “OMR”  answer sheet supplied with

the question paper, following instructions therein.

3.1 VPN A. Block Cipher

3.2
Session Initiation Protocol is not 

used for
B. Internet Protocol

3.3
Packet filtering firewalls work 

effectively in
C. Virtual Private Network

3.4 DES D. Data gathering technique

3.5 IIS stands for E. Data Transfer

3.6 Web Server attack F. Internet information services

3.7 Network switch G. Smaller networks

3.8 Network Bridges H. Transport layer

3.9 OSI layer Four I. Data  link Layer 

3.10 IP J.
Generic solutions to recurring 

problems

K. DoS attack

L. Ethernet bridge

M. Encryption

Column X Column Y

(1x10)
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4. Each statement below has a blank space to fit one of the word(s) or phrase(s) in the list

below.  Choose the most appropriate option, enter your choice in the “OMR” answer

sheet supplied with the question paper, following instructions therein.

A. access point B. debugging C.
Encapsulating 

Secure  Payload
D. Systems analyst

E. cipher system F. cryptanalysis G.
Certificate 

authority
H. key space

I. phishing J. Caeser Cipher K. cyber attack L. Denial of service

M. trojan

4.1 __________ is the art & science of cracking the cipher-text without knowing the key.

4.2 A cryptosystem is also termed as __________.

4.3 DoS is abbreviated as __________.

4.4 __________is the central node of 802.11 wireless operations.

4.5  ESP is abbreviated as __________.

4.6 __________ is an attempt to steal, spy, damage or destroy computer systems, networks or
their associated information.

4.7 __________ is the entity for issuing digital certificates.

4.8 A set of all probable decryption keys are collectively termed as __________.

4.9 __________ is a mono-alphabetic encryption code wherein each & every letter of Plain- text
is replaced by another letter in creating the cipher-text.

4.10 __________ is the technique used for tricking users to disclose their username and passwords

through fake pages.

(1x10)
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PART TWO

(Answer any FOUR questions)

5. (a) What is audit planning ?

(b) What is the purpose of audit ?

(c) How many types of audits are

there ?

6. (a) Differentiate between switch and

bridges ?

(b) What is the difference between

network layer and transport layer

of  OSI model ?

(c) Write a short note on IT Act 2000.

7. (a) What are the vulnerabilities of

server applications ?

(b) What is a Web server attack ?

8. (a) Differentiate between symmetric

and asymmetric cryptography.

(b) Explain the process of DES and

S-box utility.

9. (a) What is sub netting ?

(b) What are routers ? Why they are

used ?

(c) What is forensic analysis and what

are the steps involved in such

analysis ?

- o O o -

(4+4+7)
(5+5+5)

(4+5+6)

(7+8)

(7+8)
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